
Post 110 / 85
Codes: IT-85 & IT-110

WHAT ARE THE MARKERS POST?

WHAT PLASTIC POST DO?

RECOMMENDED USE

The Post 110 and the Post 85 are flexible stakes 
produced in different material like our exclusive 
Poliflexy®, (also in polyethylene or Vitemflex®). The 
device can be placed with a heavy base for more 
stability.

Mark limit zones perfectly in a safe manner. Part of 
the equipment for Protected Bicycle Tracks.

Useful and imperative in road works, deviations, parking 
lots or to signalise differente events on road, like 
accidents or risky zones.
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Leader don´t follow steps
... marks the way

 Post 110  Post 85

FEATURES

Effective and flexible post to mark different zones.
With a grip in top for easy handle, for move from a 
location to another; the grip also works as a support for 
a Barricade Tape (Codes: CIN-PRE & CIN-PEL), a 
Plastic Chain (Code: P-BC), or a lamp.
This post can be used as a temporary signal in a 
provisional and fast way.
Solid base for a stability guarantee. 
Body manufactured on Poliflexy® and base in PVC.  
All weather resistant. 
With U.V. ray protection.
The post are reboundable can be impacted with 
vehicles multiple times and returns to its vertical 
position due to a probed mechanism and its flexibility.
The post is also strong recommended to confine 
bicycle protected lanes.
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Measure

Post with base:

Reflectives:

Weight:

Color (reflectives):

Body Colors:

IT-85: Height: 2 ft 9.46 in. 

IT-110: Height: 3 ft 7.30 in.

Height: 2.16 in.

Width: 3.74 in.

225,75 oz.

Amber or red.

Orange or Yellow.

Measures are nominal
and can vary,

between +- 2%
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With a grip in top for easy handle, 

works as a support for a Barricade 

Tape (Codes: CIN-PRE & CIN-PEL) or 

 for a Plastic Chain (Code: P-BC) or a lamp.
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